Secondary injuries in brain trauma: effects of hypothermia.
Hypothermia has been shown to be cerebroprotective in traumatized brains. Although a large number of traumatic brain injury (TBI) studies in animals have shown that hypothermia is effective in suppressing a variety of damaging mechanisms, clinical investigations have shown less consistent results. The complexity of damaging mechanisms in human TBI may contribute to these discrepancies. In particular, secondary injuries such as hypotension and hypoxemia may promote poor outcome. However, few experimental TBI studies have employed complex models that included such secondary injuries to clarify the efficacy of hypothermia. This review discusses the effects of hypothermia in various TBI models addressing primary and acute secondary injuries. Included are recently published clinical data using hypothermia as a therapeutic tool for preventing or reducing the detrimental posttraumatic secondary injuries and neurobehavioral deficits. Also discussed are recent successful applications of hypothermia from outside the TBI realm. Based on all available data, some general considerations for the application of hypothermia in TBI patients are given.